


SAIL RACING APPOINTED
 EXCLUSIVE APPAREL SUPPLIER

TO EMIRATES TEM NEW ZEALAND 
DEFENDER OF THE 36TH AMERICA’S CUP



Sail Racing Design Lab
Total Commitment®

They prepare clear and concise 
recommendations through drawings, 

3D models and descriptions. 
Our designers improve existing 

products, as well as create new items 
of clothing and gear. And they often 

work within multi-disciplinary groups 
that include management, marketing, 

engineering and our manufacturing 
specialists. We put our hearts into 

every detail. This is what we call Total 
Commitment®.



Emirates Team New Zealand 
Official collection

Sail Racing International has been 
appointed as the Exclusive Apparel Supplier 

to Emirates Team New Zealand, defender 
of the 36th America’s Cup. We will provide 

Emirates Team New Zealand with technical 
racing gear as well as shore gear in their 

campaign to defend the prestigious trophy. 
Over the last couple of years, we have spent 
a lot of time and effort within our Sail Racing 

Design Lab® to push fabric suppliers, 
designers and pattern constructors in the 
search for lighter more durable materials, 
better features and more functional fits.



Race Line

With no detail left unchecked, we set 
out to design a collection that combines 

lightweight, water-resistance and 
breathability with style. This was our 

ambition when we first started developing 
the new Race Line collection. 

We always prioritize the importance of fit 
and function, and pay full attention to every 

tiny detail in the process. Everything we 
develop has a purpose. Each one does not 
need to be seen or felt, all are simply there 

to do the job.



Ocean gtx lumber

971 phantom grey



Ocean gtx lumber

971 phantom grey

Bowman technical polo

999 carbon



Ocean gtx lumber

101 white



Race sweater

101 white



Race zip jacket

101 white

Race zip hood 

101 white



Bowman technical jacket

104 glacier grey



Race zip hood 

101 white



Design Lab

Our products are born in 
our Sail Racing Design Lab. 

This is where we create 
products and systems that 

optimize function, value and 
appearance for the benefit 

of sailors who insist on 
long-lasting gear that 
performs without fail.



Ocean gtx lumber

971 phantom grey

Bowman technical short

999 carbon



Race zip hood 

101 white

Ocean gtx lumber

101 white



Bowman technical hood 

104 glacier grey

Bowman technical jacket

104 glacier grey

Race zip hood 

101 white

Ocean gtx lumber

101 white

Race sweater

101 white

Race zip jacket

101 white



Ocean gtx 
lumber

Bowman technical 
pant

Bowman technical 
polo

Bowman technical 
tee

Bowman technical 
sailing short

999 carbon999 carbon999 carbon999 carbon971 phantom grey 999 carbon

Bowman technical 
short
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